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Yoshi and birdo relationship

For the song Horse the Band see the fictional character in the Mario franchise BirdoMario characterBirdo, as seen on Mario Party 9.First appearanceSuper Mario Bros. 2 (1988) (Yume Kyojo: Docks Docks Panic) Voiced by Jessica Chisum (2000)Jen Taylor (2001) Kazumi Totaka (2003-
present Bros) Ginnias (2000) Super Show!) June Donna, Rika and Akimi (Japanese, BS Super Mario USA) Berdo, known in Japanese as Catherine (キャリ , Kyasarin, kja.sa.ɾiɴ), is a fictional character in the Mario franchise. Her first appearance was in Yume Kyojo: Doki Doki Panic, which
was localized to an English-speaking audience like Super Mario Bros. 2. Since then, Birdo has been a recurring character in various franchise spin-offs. She was originally portrayed as an antagonist, but has since been portrayed as an ally. Berdo also made several cameos, notably in the
Mario Kart series and Japan's only Wii video game Captain Rainbow. The English guide for Super Mario Bros. 2 refers to Berdo as a man who thinks he's a girl and would rather be called Birdetta. Some see this as a representation of Berdo as transgender, making her the first transgender
video game. Later releases Super Mario Bros. 2 removed all mention of her favorite nickname. Starting with Mario Tennis, Nintendo regarded Birdo as simply female and portrayed her as a romantic relationship with Yoshi. However, some games, such as Captain Rainbow and Super
Smash Bros. Brawl, still touch on her gender identity. The character received mostly positive reception in the Mario series, although her appearance and gender identity received a mixed reception. She has made several appearances in other media, including the Super Mario Bros. Super
Show!, as well as promotional materials such as figurines and plush toys. The concept and creation of Birdo is a pink, anthropomorphic creature that wears red hair, and has a round mouth that can shoot eggs like shells. Berdo also wears a large diamond ring. In an early version of Birdo,
the character had an orange tone. (quote necessary) The name of Berdo was mistakenly switched with another enemy of Super Mario Bros. 2, Sharp, both in the manual and at the end of the credits. The bug was retained in Super Mario Bros. 2, which was included in the Super Mario All-
Stars compilation, but was corrected in a game Boy Advance re-release called Super Mario Advance. Since the introduction of the character in North America, Berdo's gender identity has been a matter of discussion and speculation. The Japanese guide to Doki Doki Panic, translated into
English, states that her name is Katherine and as a man who considers herself a woman, adding that she likes to wear a bow and is more likely to be called Katie. However, in the first guide to the release of North American Mario Bros. 2, Berdo mentioned a text block that states that he
thinks he is a girl and would rather be called Birdetta. In later print, the mention that Berdo was a man was omitted. Mention of this fact further is not included in most of the later games involving the character and seems to have been retconned to Birdo always being a woman to begin with.
In the Japanese version of Super Smash Bros. Melee, Berdo, named Katherine, is described in the same way as the original guide, although he wants to be called Katie. In Super Smash Bros. Brawl, he said that Berdo has an uncertain gender. (quote needed) Berdo appears in The Wii
Japan's only video game Captain Rainbow, which delves into Berdo's gender identity. In particular, it shows her being imprisoned for entering the women's bathroom. Berdo is often praised as the first transgender video game character. The character received the female voice of the actor in
Super Mario Advance, a remake of Super Mario Bros. 2. The Spanish-language website for Mario Smash Football, describing Berdo, suggests that the character's gender is uncertain. The European site for Mario Strykers Charged Football refers to Berdo as a male character. In Mario
Tennis and Super Mario Advance (remake of Super Mario Bros. 2), the character received a high female voice provided by Jen Taylor. However, in Mario Golf: Toadstool Tour, Berdo uses the muttering noise that has been used in subsequent games. Birdo's video game appearance first
appeared in the video game Family Computer Disk System Yume Kyojo: Doki Doki Panic and its Western Nintendo Entertainment System transforming Super Mario Bros. 2 as boss. Super Mario Advance remake of Super Mario Bros. 2 has a large robotic version of Birdo called Robirdo.
Berdo/Katherine were notable in the cutouts only for Japan, Satellaview pseudo-sequel Super Mario USA (Japanese name for the Western version of Super Mario Bros. 2), known as BS Super Mario USA. In this version, the three Super Catherines were the voice of the cast of June Donna
(Pink, described as a little naughty), Rick (red, whose finances are always in red), and Akemi (green, described as cultural and rich). The voices were those of gay or transgender women. Japanese advert for Super Mario USA also showed a Doll Katherine lounging on a bed with a low male
voice. Since appearing in Super Mario Bros. 2, Berdo has made several cameo appearances, including early training of players in the rules of wario's Woods video game. Throughout Woods Vario, Berdo's main role was to be a toad's assistant as Berdo provided encouragement to him as
The Toad tried to save the Mushroom Kingdom from the clutches of Varigio. Aside from this brief appearance in Woods Vario, didn't enter any other Mario main game with Super Mario Bros. 2. Berdo made frequent appearances in more recent Mario spin-off games, including Mario Tennis,
and Mario Golf's Toadstool Tour, first appearing in Mario sports games with Nintendo 64 Mario Tennis. However, Birdo will initially be included in the video game Virtual Boy Mario Tennis. Berdo is back at Mario Golf: World Tour as an unlockable character. Berdo also made her first
appearance in the Mario Kart series with Mario Kart: Double Dash!!, where Yoshi acts as his partner. The European version of the game's guide discusses The Berdo's gender in relation to Yoshi. She later reappeared on the Mario Kart Wii and Mario Kart Tour. Berdo also made
appearances in the Mario Party series, first appearing in Mario Party 7, followed by Mario Party 8 and Mario Party 9. Berdo also makes appearances in several Mario role-playing games, including Super Mario RPG as a minor boss in the castle of Valentina and Mario and Luigi: Superstar
Saga as bait for Princess Peach and then rookie partner Popple. Paper Birdo appear in Mario's paper: Sticker Star, Color Splash and King of Origami. Berdo appeared in the video game Wii Captain Rainbow, which mentions her gender status. Berdo appeared in Super Smash Bros. Melee,
Super Smash Bros. Brawl and Super Smash Bros. for Wii U as collectibles (known as trophies). Berdo also appeared in Mario Superstar Baseball for Nintendo GameCube and Mario Super Sluggers and Mario Strykers charged for the Wii. She also appears in Mario and Sonic's Nintendo
3DS version at the 2012 London Olympics as a contender, and returns to Mario and Sonic at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi once again as a contender. However, she is featured as a playable character in Mario and Sonic at the 2016 Rio Olympics, along with other newcomers like
Diddy Kong and Rosalina. Berdo also appears in Super Mario Maker as a mysterious mushroom suit for Mario worn in the style of Super Mario Bros. art. Berdo's other performances appeared several times in promotional items, including figurines, plush toys and other collectibles, such as a
chess set. Berdo's mother was featured in the episode Birdman! Bird! Super Mario Bros. Super Show!, Kidnapping a Toad due to myopia, and believing toad to be her lost son Cheepy. (quote needed) Birdo, the first track of Horse the Band's the Mechanical Hand album, strongly refers to
the character. Berdo's reception received mostly positive reception. 1UP.com editor Jeremy Parish described her as a favorite among fans. Nintendo magazine listed her as one of the unsung heroes among Mario's series, stating that while Birdo gets more exposure than the other
characters in this section (it appeared in several Mario), but she/he's still still as popular as we would like. In a survey conducted by Nintendo Magazine's official users, Berdo tied for eighth best female character on the Nintendo platform with Tetra and Kazooie. GamePro editor Destroyer D-
Pad called Berdo a favorite for everyone. In Prima's official strategy guide to Super Mario Advance, author Brian Stratton describes Berdo as the hardest-working boss in video games because she has appeared more than a dozen times as boss at Super Mario Bros. 2. N-Sider editor
Anthony JC commented that Berdo was a pushover compared to other bosses in Super Mario Bros. 2. In an article on MTV Multiplayer discussing the best birds in video games, Berdo tied for second place with chickens from Chicken Run. IGN editor Lucas M. Thomas felt that Berdo was
almost as recognized as Yesi in Mario sports and racing games. GamePro editor The Watcher praised Mario Superstar Baseball's list, commenting that while well-known characters such as Princess Peach and Yoshi would be mixed, as did lesser-known characters such as Berdo and Dry
Bones. In Life on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet, author Sherri Turkle uses a pattern that Berdo uses in battles with bosses as an example of something complex, supportive of a sense of reassuring, rules-based peace. GameDaily editor Chris Buffa listed her as one of
Nintendo's most underrated characters, commenting that Berdo appeared on the websites in less than flattering articles. However, UGO Networks listed Berdo as the 20th non-sexual video game character. Berdo ranked ninth among the ugliest female video game characters from
ScrewAttack, who described her as resembling a backward anteater. ScrewAttack also listed Berdo as one of the 15 reasons why they hate Super Mario Bros. 2, claiming that they still have no idea what Berdo is. 37 Games.net Berdo at number eight on the list of Ten Most Disturbing
Characters of the Sex Game. GameDaily listed Berdo as one of Mario's 10 worst characters. MTV Multiplayer editor Jason Cipriano questioned why Berdo and his Super Mario Bros. 2 counterpart Shy Guy were included in many of Mario's spin-offs, commenting that they both kind of suck,
but enemies like Wart and Mouser are not. IGN editor John Tanaka discovered that Berdo is one of the most enjoyable guest characters in Captain Rainbow, linking his delight to the Plot developer's storyline, which includes drag queen and toilet humor. Berdo's gender identity was the
subject of discussion about her gender identity and was considered transgender. She became a trans icon because of her gender identity. It was credited as an early early character in video games. A handwritten excerpt from Super Mario Bros. 2 about The Berdo field did not attract
attention until some time after the game's release. Writer Lorenzo Fantoni suggested that this is because few people read the manual or because no one cared about Berdo's field at the time. Fantoni also compared the captain's rainbow scene to a later bathroom debate regarding trans
people. Fantoni also suggests that Nintendo does not know what to do with Berdo and that the changes in Berdo's character are made in accordance with modern morality. Author Sam Greer criticized Berdo's image, saying that her gender was a running joke and was the subject of many
ridicule and stereotypes. Jennifer Unkle of Paste Magazine criticized Berdo as a caricature trans person and as an example of Nintendo's mistreatment of gender identity in general. Wired's Chris Kohler suggested that the gender issue was retconned to make her a cisgender woman, while
video game developer Jennifer Diane Reitz suggests she may have undergone gender reassignment surgery. The writer Andrew Webster of The Escapist used Berdo's story in his article, commenting on changes made by Nintendo to hide Berdo's gender status. Links to Archive Copy
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